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Campus ass ult leaves one wounded
By Jerrell Allen

Online Editor
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A young man was stabbed Friday following an altercation with a group of Prairie
View students near University College, police
sources said.
The assault, which reportedly occurred sometime around 6 p.m., was the climax of a brawl, which had spawned between
two groups of Prairie View students. Some
student accounts claim more than 40 students
were exchanging blows at one time.
The victim, identified by the police

as Roderick Richardson, was quickly rushed
from the scene and life-flighted to Houston
M~tnorial Hermann Hospital. He was unconscious upon arrival, but is now in stable condition. Campus police officials said they have
been unable to verify that Richardson actually
attends the university, but many of his close
associates insist that he is enrolled.
Reliable sources said that shortly after the stabbing, the alleged assailant, Prairie
Mew student Joel Soto fled the scene. Before
the suspect was apprehended, the police began stopping and searching vehicles that were
leaving the campus.
A few hours later, Soto reportedly turned himself in, and was arrested and
charged with aggravated assault. The assault

weapon was later found in a garbage can at
University College.
Other students were apprehended
Friday night and are still under investigation
by the campus police, who are attempting to
sort out the details of what led up to the original fight.
·
"We are working hard to maintain a
peaceful campus, and urge students to seek
peaceful resolutions to their conflicts in the
future," said Police Chief Algray Pettus, who
suggested students work to help keep the campus safe.
The pol~ce are still investigating the
incident, and have not commented on whether
other students may be charged in connection
with the fight.
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By Evan White, The Panther

An elegant pair: University college King and Queen Gibson and Gardner

walk away with the crowns.
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By Rattchel Lucas

Panther Staff
Charisma, laughter, and entertainment graced the Memorial Student Center auditorium Oct. 8 as Brian Gibson and Elisabeth
Gardner were crowned Mr. and Miss University College at the annual UC pageant.
Although Gibson and Gardner
walked away with the crowns, all the contes·
t'.111ts highlighted their individual personalities throughout the evening in four different
categories: collegiate fashion wear talent for-

'

'

mal wear and a question and answer portion.
The pageant painted a collage of various talents and gifts, such as a few vocalists,
dancers, pianists, and a spoken word artist.
The two contestants who rocked the
talent portion were Ashley Williams and Victor Williams with their intense pop n' lock
choreography.
In addition, Ashley Williams not only
exhibited her amazing technique as an exceptional dancer and pianist, but she also won
the judges over with her amazing full length,
double train gold gown, stealing the women's
formal wear portion of the pageant.

By Evan White, The Panther

Singing like a blue bird: Pageant
contestant Jenneria Lewis.
"The talent section was the best and
I really enjoyed the formal wear," said freshman health and human performance major
Eddie Gaunts.
Other shining stars of the evening
were Gibson, winner of the men's formal wear,
and first runners-up Marcel Spears and Reshada Thomas.
In the end, the night was a success
and the UC pageant once again upheld its
standard in finding the most diverse and outstanding participants.
All participants received a small stipend for their involvement in the pageant.
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Architecture building wins merit award

By Evan White, The Panther

Setting a higher standard: A formidable edifice, the award-winning architecture and art building houses a cultural center, classrooms and galleries.
By Shayna Walker
Panther Staff

Prairie View A&M University's Nathelyne Archie Kennedy
architecture and art building recently received a merit award, from
the American Institute of Architects California Council.
Although there were 370
entries competing for the annual recognition, only three honor
awards and twelve merit awards
were given by .the council which is
made up 'of flve Jury members.
The council reviewed the

370 applications for architecture
excellence.
According to the jury,
~This Texas institute building does
a nice job of harnessing root circulation across the campus for students and the university at large.
It is a very exuberating brick building."
Prior to having its own
building, the architecture program,
which was founded 40 years ago,
was a part of the College of Engineering.
The building is organized
into two parts: a cultural center,
which achieves and exhibits African-American culture, and the ar-

chitecture school.
Currently the building
holds the School of Architecture,
the School of Art, Community Urban and Rural Extension Services
Center, a cultural center, library,
theater, classrooms, gallery spaces
and studios.
Located on the corner of
University Drive and L.W. Minor,
at first glance, one may not recognize this creation as a typical classroom building.
Art Professor Clarence
Talley Sr., said, wMany students
would ask me js it a spacecraft, or
is it Noah's Atk?"
"It s obvious to say that

the uniqueness of the building does
sel it apart from other buildings on
the campus," said Talley.
"However, for the School
of Architecture to be headquartered in anything less would be an
insult to the discipline."
Many students feel that
walking into the building and casting their eyes upon its structure
and formation the building is nothing short of breathtaking.
Talley stated, "When I first
walked into the building, I thought
of AstroWorld. I admire how the
stairs have this rollercoaster-like
feel which crisscrosses into space."
Michael Rotondi, of RoTo

Architects, Inc., designed the architecture and art building.
Rotondi feels the use of
brick is the most significant aspect
of the building.
"We wanted to use brick as
a construction technique and show
all the things you could possibly do
with brick," said Rotondi.
Rotondi is also contracted
to complete the design for the Fallen Firefighters Museum for the Los
Angeles Fire Department and the
Pacoima Neighborhood City Hall
in Los Angeles, Calif.
"If there is any project I
am remembered for, I hope it is
this one," Rotondi said.

ASA celebrates Nigerian independence Women's leadership council
sponsors health fair, forum

By Okoia Uket
Panther Staff

The African Student Association celebrated Nigeria's independence Monday, Oct. 1.
The two part celebration,
the first-ever to be held on the campus, began in the MSC with Nigerian
music, video clips and dancers.
The celebration was moved
to the student park where students
were allowed to participate in a variety of activities designed to expose
them to Nigerian culture.
Nigeria, a country in West
Africa, gained in.d ependence from
Great Britain in 1960.
ASA is an organization dedicated to educating the public about
African heritage. Nenaji Agbolabori,
president of ASA and of Nigerian

descent, said his goal was to create
an event that would "bring Africans
and non-Africans together."
The celebration was complete with plenty of games, food and
excitement.
A disc jockey played a
mix of hip hop and African music
throughout the evening and students entered a dance competition
for a ten dollar prize and danced
down the soul train line. ASA members served catered Nigerian style
rice and chicken.
When asked what her favorite part of the party was Erina
Imasogie, a sophomore, said "the
food and music."
Energy mounted when the
president and vice president of Prairie View's Productive Poets, Outspoken and Nine, performed poetry for
the crowd.
Some people came dressed

in Nigerian traditional clothing or in
green and white, representing the
Nigerian flag.
Eric Jimenez, president
of the Prairie View chaptP.r of the
League of United Latin American
Citizens, attended the event to support a fellow minority club and to
talk with Agbolabori about creating
a joint multicultural conference. Jimenez enjoyed the food saying, "It
tastes like Mexican rice.''
At the end of the event,
comment cards were given to the
attendees allowing them to rank the
party's success.
According to Yetunde Olusanya, a sophomore and member
of ASA, "The party was a huge success."
Agbolabori
encouraged
everyone to attend ASA meetings
which are held on Tuesdays in the
Banks building, Room 204.

By Chantel Gage
Panther Staff

Sex, STDs, and nutrition,
were only some of the issues discussed Thursday, Sept. 19 at the
Women's Health Fair on the second
floor of the Memorial Student Center.
The event, sponsored by
the Women's Leadership Council,
was meant to dispel any myths regarding women's health issues.
Dr. Marsha Kay Wilson,
department head of the College of
Health and Human Performance,
said, " I am really happy with how
this event turned out and glad that
hundreds of students were able to
attend."
At the event students were

given the opportunity to get pamphlets that discussed health topics
and free goodies.
Inside the MSC ballroom
students were able to listen to a panel of experts discuss STDs, nutrition,
stress management, and positive
health decisions.
"I felt -the discussion was
informative, there could have been
more topics, but overall it was a
great learning experience," said Tinika Childress, a senior biology major.
According to Wilson, the
Women's Leadership Council's purpose is "to enhance the social, cultural, and professional development
of our female students and hopefully
in the future we will be able to put
on an event like this one with more
toJ?ics that benefit the student population on campus."

Honda Canipus All-Star
Challenge teant selected
By Gabriella Murray
and Earl Postell
Panther Staff
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The Honda Campus AllStar Challenge began its 19th annual
competition Oct. 3.
The challenge is a question
and answer competition conducted
at Historically Black Colleges and
Universities.
The game covers a broad
variety of topics from African American histo1y to current events.
Each university competes
within to determine a varsity team
worthy of competing nationally.
The winners of the campus tournament, as well as players
who show themselves to be strong
competitors, will travel to Florida in

the spring to represent Prairie View
A&M University.

The team, comprising of
four memb~rs, play fourteen minute
roun~ until a winning team is determined.
.
While some students decide not to partake in the tournament, Jarmel Joyner, a finalist from
last
. .year's competition said "I th.m k
this 1s something every college stude~t should do. The questions are
~op1cs that most people are taught
m the classroom."
The winning team of the
tournament was the 420s. The team
members are Jerrell Allen J
1
Joyner, Damien Burkes
01
nette Allen.

and :;:;:_

. "It f~I_s good to be doing
somethmg positive as a student here
at PV," Allen said.
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Hip-Hop comes out to honor Snoop Dogg, Whoudini, Tribe and others
Among those on hand to
congratulate Snoop backstage during the honors on Thursday were QTip from Tribe and rap legend KRSOne, of whom Snoop asked, "Have
I been a good student?" KRS-One
gave him an approving nod.
"These are guys that I grew
up wanting to be like and learning
their words and dreaming and hoping and wishing, and now they know
who I am and they respect me and
they say that my work has put me in
the position that r can be commended- it's unbelievable, I can't believe
it," he told The Associated Press
backstage.
The celebration was more
like an old-school party than an
awards ceremony. During the tribute to Whoudini, Nelly and Jer-

.
NEW YORK- Snoop Dogg
is usually quick to brag and boast,
b ut even he felt humbled as he was
hon?red for his rap achievements at
VHi s fourth annual Hip Hop Honors.

The gangsta rapper was
lauded along with Missy Elliott
the 'Bos rap trio Whoudini, A Tri~
Called Quest, music executive Andre
Harrell and producer Teddy Riley
for creating the "New Jack Swing"
sound, and Fab Five Freddy and
Charlie Ahem for the groundbreaking movie "Wildstyle."
The event airs on the VH1
cable 'IV channel beginning Mon-

maine Dupn· d•·d 'Bo 8 dance moves
while Whoudini de ~".ei:ea their classic raps; Timbal3J1 Joined Eve, Ciara, Nelly Furtado and ~eyshia Cole
onstage to perform Elhott's hits as
the singer-rapper-Producer looked
on.
Other stars on hand included LL Cool J, Ne-Yo, Chris Rock
and host Tracy ]Jorgan,
"This is ~e best thing for
us to happen for htp-hop, it's positive," said SnOOP·
"These awards shows ... it's
never negative, never anything in
the media the wrong way, it's always
a great celebration of music and the
artists and what th~y did."
KRS-One is hoping to harness the positivity from the HipHop Honors for a new project: At
the event, he was enlisting artists

r

day.

By Nekesa Mumbi Moody
AP Music Writer

like Snoop Dogg to record a new version of his 'Sos message song "SelfDestruction," an all-star recording
that then included acts like Queen
Latifah and Big Daddy Kane.
"Hip-hop as a culture is
getting a lot of backlash right now
for its lyrics, for its public image,
and the people are crying out for
more responsibility," said KRS-One
as he explained the need for the new
recording.
"Nelly, Snoop, 50, Jay-Z,
you are the Big Daddy Kanes, the
Queen Latifahs, the Stestasonics of
today," he continued.
"Let's get this movement
together, that tells families in the
United States, we never intended for
your child to go to jail ... the social
ills of society, we never intended to
highlight them."

Get to Know...

DR. D. NICOLE KOCH

E

ver since fifth grade, D. Nicole
Hawkins KNEW she wanted to
be a doctor. And not just any
doctor; a baby doctor. "I remember
watching a television show and a
doctor was there to help out with the
birth of a baby," Dr. Koch recalled.
"And l thought, 'Wow. What a cool
job. That's what I'm going to do when
I grow up!"' Fast forward to today, and
meet D. Nicole Koch, D.O.

"Osteopathy is part of who I am, but
it's also a large part of our training as
doctors. Osteopathy is a path I take to
address health issues as a whole and
not just focus on ymptoms, but find
out the root of the problem and deal
with: tliat medically."
Before Medical School, Dr. Koch
taught science to 6•h, 7' h , and 8 th
graders at Our Lady of Guadalupe
in Houston. "I enjoyed the kids
and teaching was very rewarding."
Teaching stayed with Or. Koch; during
her residency, she served as a clinical
instructor to the medical students
who followed her. Dr. Koch has been
married to her hu band, Mitch, for 15
years. They have three children and he
is preparing to attend dental school in
the future.

Dr. Koch grew up not far from
Brenham, graduating from Waller High
School. She received her bachelor's
degree in Biology, with a minor in
Chemistry, from Prairie View A&M
University. From there, it was on to
Michigan State University for Medical
School and then Residency at Ingham
Regional Medical Center in Lartsing,
Michigan.

After a short time off following her
residency Or. Koch joined the medical
staff at Brenham Clinic. "I really feel
as though I've come full circle," she
remarked about working in Brenham.
"I definitely wanted to come back to
Texas ro work, so the opportunity to
join Brenham Clinic was a great fit."
Dr. Koch has begun seeing patients
in the Women's Center at Brenham
Clinic, working alongside Dr. Nobles.
"I can't tell you how refreshing it is
to work with someone with as much
enthusiasm as Dr. Koch," stated Dr.
Nobles. "She loves medicine and
shares in our philosophy of care here at
Brenham Clinic."
Appointments can be made by calling

the Women's Center at 979-830-0536.

Or. Koch's hobbies include anything
As a Doctor of Osteopathy, Or. Koch
is an OB/Gyn first, but takes a more
holistic approach to her treatments.

that can get her "to any place that has a
beach!" she said. "I love to snorkel, scuba
dive, and sit on the beach and read."
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BRENHAM CLINIC
600 N. Park St. • 979.836.6153

Clinic Hours: Monday - Thursday 7:30 am - 7:00 pm • Friday 7:30 am - 5:00 pm • Saturday 8:00 am until noon

Jury begins deliberating in
trial of ex-TSU president
By Juan A. Lozano
Associated Press Writer

HOUSTON- Texas Southern University's fonner president betrayed
the trust of students, officials and
the community when she put her
needs ahead of the school's by misspending funds to lavishly decorate
her home, prosecutors told jurors
Monday.
During closing arguments
in the trial of Priscilla Slade, jurors
were told she didn't care about being financially responsible when it
came to spending school funds.
"That is the Priscilla Slade
that duped the Legislature, Board
of Regents and everybody that put
their trust in her to put the mission
of Texas Southern University (ahead
of) herself," prosecutor Donna
Goode said.
But Mike DeGeurin, Slade's
attorney, told jurors that the nearly
two-month trial has been about insinuations and it has been an attack
on his client's personality.
"Just because you call it
misapplication (of school funds)
doesn't make it so," DeGeurin said.
After more than three
hours of closing arguments, jurors
began deliberating the case Monday
afternoon.
Slade was president of the
state's largest historically black university for more than six years until
she was fired in 2006.
Prosecutors accuse Slade
of misspending more than half a
million dollars in TSU funds to
make extravagant purchases for her
homes, including a 25-place dinner
set worth nearly $40,000, a $17,000
sectional sofa and silk chairs that
cost a total of almost $10,000.
DeGeurin said Slade's purchases were legitimate and done for
the benefit of TSU and she never
tried to hide them as they were
documented with the proper paper
work.
"I challenge the defense to
tell you how her housing money that
she spent for her personal benefit
was allowable. It wasn't allowable.
She didn't get it approved by the
board (of regents). It wasn't in her
contract," Goode told the jury, made
up of six men and six women. Two
men and one woman on the jwy are
black.
Slade, 55, is on trial for one
of two counts of misapplication of
fiduciary property with a value over
$200,000.

Quintin Wiggins, described
as Slade's ''yes man" and accomplice by prosecutors, was sentenced
to 10 years in prison in May for his
part in the misspending.
Two other TSU workers
were indicted, but one had charges
dropped.
Witnesses for Slade lauded
her work at TSU, including increasing enrollment and donations.
The allegations against
Slade coincided with reports that
revealed a pattern of financial mismanagement at TSU and prompted
Gov. Rick Perry to call for a state
takeover of the university that was
later put on hold. The entire ninemember board of regents resigned
at Perry's request.
Enrollment at TSU this fall,
9,544 students, is at its lowest in five
years. School officials acknowledge
enrollment has been affected by
TSU's scandals.

The Panther is a publication supported through advertising and
student activity fees. Views expressed within the publication are
not neccessarily those shared by
Prairie View A&M University or
the Texas A&M University Board
of Regents. All Articles, photographs, and graphics are property
of The Panther.
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Dating someone with a child
Lyfe Jennings posed
the question best in song "She
got kids." Is it OK to date someone who has a child? Or does

cause the child to suffer emotional
damage.
This is one reason that
many young parents prevent their

permeate any relationship; not
simply one that involves a child.
It is probably wrong to assume
that relationships involving a

VIEWPOINTS &
FEATURES
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By Tameika Gordon
Panther Staff

What is your take on dating
someone with a child~

" ... could potentially cause the child to
suffer emotional damage."
that require the mate to shoulder the responsibility of the
child? Will it have an effect on
the relationship?
Many of these questions run through the mind of
students before they enter a relationship with a someone who
has a child.
Forming a relationship with a significant other's
child and then detaching from
the child, should the relationship go south, could potentially

significant others from forming a relationship with their children. While
seeming like a simple solution, this
also presents another problem.
Many significant others wish to
be included in all aspects of their
partner's life, including interacting
with their children. This may cause
one to wonder whether you can truly
know someone if you are excluded
from an important part of their life.
Many people avoid these
sort of relationships because of baby
mama/daddy drama. Drama will

"Personally, I feel there is nothing wrong with it, it's just a part
of you. It comes along with
the package. It shouldn't put a
damper on the relationship. It's
a part of accepting that person."

child have a larger amount of
drama when in actuality unhealthy relationships yield the
same amount. Additional complications and frequent arguments are bound to plague any
relationship when times become stressful.
What it boils down to
is that people should form their
own opinions because it is an issue of individual liberty and the
choice ultimately depends on
the situation.

Kimberly Bailey
Sophomore
Business Finance

"A kid without a father needs
some love from somewhere,
and I have a lot oflove to give.
Oh yeah, they can't be too bad
either."

S<j.A.speai§out

Andre Evans
SGA President
I feel that we as "leaders" have become so complacent
with our status that we have forgotten that we are expected to
lead; instead we would rather
bask in our own egos because
we excel further than our peers.
Many people believe that the life
you live is not important, but it is
the lives that you touch while you
were here that make life worthwhile.
Our egocentric and apathetic approach to our college
experience will continue to deteriorate our legacy for the genera-

Vince Rabsatt
Sophomore
Computer Engineering

tions that plan to attend this pres- oped a pattern to solve problems
tigious university. We need to take with violence. That will not be
a more proactive roll in ensuring tolerated in any professional setthat Prairie View not only produces ting; we must learn to take more
productive people, but a desire for pride in our intellectual ability to
greatness as well. Let's rid ourselves solve problems and less pride in
of the apathetic attitudes that have our "knuckle game."
become so customary.
The fact that we are all in
There is an apparent lack an institution of higher education
of leadership at this university al- shows that we care about what
though the necessary skills are prev- happens in our future, so it's time
alent among the students. The time to place childish '3ys behind us,
has come for us to take pride in our and act like the jjture leaders that
university, in our historical back- we are. It take, only one incident
ground, in our culture, and most im- to place a veiy large roadblock in
portantly in ourselves. We have to the way of your dreams. If you
realize that there are no limitations never go above and beyond the
on our success, only those, which we necessary or basic requirements
place on ourselves.
to achieve, then do not expect to
The cost of a university's achieve more than someone who
tuition does not determine its qual- does.
ity of education. Education is someThe recent incidents
thing that has no bounds; once that took place are those that
someone instills in you the desire to have no place in a collegiate enlearn there will be nothing that you vironment, it's appalling how
can't do. If you feel that the quality someone who considers himself a
of education that you are receiving college student could take part in
is sub-par then take the initiative to such primitive activities.
educate yourself to the extent that
I understand that there
you desire. Inform the SGA too.
are many people who have develIt would not hurt to oped hardened personalities and
stop and take a look at President have been conditioned to respond
Wright's suggested reading list or to certain behavior in a defensive
approach anyone who has reached manner, but college is a chance
the level that you desire to achieve for new beginnings and a time
and ask what steps they took when to destroy all reactive impulses.
they were in your stage of develop- This is not meant to belittle the
ment. We must learn to utilize the perpetrators, but to enlighten
reasoning, analytical, and logical those who dare transform into
skills that we have. We have devel- better persons.

"It depends on how much baggage comes ...[ hate unwanted
drama. If every thing is cool
between her and the baby daddy,
I'd consider it. Not trying to
support the kid though. I am
not about raising somebody
else's kid."

Alexander McGrew
Sophomore
Business Management

"If you like that person, them
having a baby does not affect our
relationship."
Tiffany Pryor

Senior
Architecture

Jun1p on the Jena bandwagon
First, let me explain that
I am a black woman who loves her
people, and it is out of that love
this view arises. Due to the recent
anti-discriminatory hubbub, it has
become increasingly necessary for
people to develop and stand by
their own opinions. It is no secret
that African Americans have been
subjected to racial discrimination.
However, aren't some of those same
AfricanAmericansguiltyofthesame
crime? Let me explain.
Let us remind ourselves
of the infamous Don Imus "nappy
headed o's ..." fiasco. True, it was unnecessary for him to call the female
team out of their name when they
were celebrating a win.
But how often have black
men said similar derogatory terms
when a woman is "celebrating" her
beauty and decides not to give them

the time of day? How often have we
gotten "crunk" and either bought or
burned music that calls women every derogatory term under the sun?
So why is this different? Why can
the black man make a sexist/racist
comment without a second glance
and the white man has to lose his
job before people are satisfied?
The reason is racial discrimination. No matter how many
Al Sharptons, Jesse Jacksons, or
Black Panthers you have, racial discrimination is still the "unfair treatment of one person or group, usually because of prejudice about race,
ethnicity, age, religion, or gender,"
according to Encarta. And trust me,
people, it goes both ways.
To bring this point home,
let us discuss the recent Jena 6 issues. Yes, it is true that there was
some discrepancy in the fair treat-

ment of those involved. In addition,
I do not condone the use of nooses
to prove a point. However, the actual
incident happened over a year ago.
Why are so many leaders deciding
to act now? Was this at the bottom
of their list for hate crimes to chase?
And why do we believe that they
should all get off seot-free when they
almost killed the "victim"?
Before you decide to stone
me, or label me 8 member of the
Klan, let's clarify this point with a
look at the violent event that occurred on campus this weekend. So
many are ready to defend the assailant who stabbed a peer during a fight
because they know him as a frie?d.
But let's just imagine ifhe was white,
many of those same people would be
ready to call bun racist and equally
satisfied to label it a bate crime and
ask for the death penalty.

Lastly, the examination
of the so called "twin to Jena 6,"
Waller County. Most should be outraged at the flippant use of a case
that has sparked so much anti-discriminatory attention. Except for
sharing the loose "father" that is
discrimination, there is no criteria
that makes Waller a twin to Jena
La. At best, Waller County would~
a distant stepsister. Judge Charleston has gone over the principal's
head and decided to protest on her
behalf when she is quite happy with
the $125,000 bond that is now put
on ~old. Despite the principal's
motives, we must also examine the
judge's reasons for deciding to take
on this case and begin frequenting
the campus that he usually only visits every election.
In addition, I admire the
work that the student body presi-

dent is doing toward both inciden~es, but why can we not get that
passionate about things that directly
concern the STUDENT BODY? Why
wasn't Judge Charleston sparking
up a financial aid rally? And why are
we always ready to follow "word of
mouth" without even searching for
the "horse's" mouth?
. .
For the majority of people,
it is because of the bandwagon theory, which is a term that describes
the teo d ency for individuals to join
th~ group. Which is fine, but when
this group leads us toward di . .natory b h ·
scnmi
e avtor, it is necessary for
us, as college students, to examine
.
1
ourse _ves. By all means get behind
anyth1ng you feel is worthy but first
know the facts h
•
d
• c eek them twice
an then... make your own d ec1S1on.
. . '

--Gabriella Murray

Do you have a viewpoint? Send it to panther@pvamu.edu toda y.,
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CC team competes at Incarnate Word

vo11evba11 team sweeps Paul Quinn
By Tameika oordon
Panther Staff

By Evan White, The Panther

Keep on pushin': Tyrown Russell maintains a steady pace.
By Dontae McCray
Panther Staff

'

By Evan White, The Panther

Only the strong survives:
Claribel Quiroz controls
her breathing pattern,
strength, and endurance
in order to finish the race.

The men and women crosscountzy teams competed Saturday in
the Incarnate Word Invitational. at
the University ofTexas San Antonio.
Competing against the Panthers were St. Edwards, Incarnate
Word, Texas State, Texas A&M International, UT San Antonio, Texas
A&M Kingsville, and St. Mary's; Palo
Alto ran unopposed.
Leading the Prairie View
men was Matthew Jones who finished
fifth overall among the male runners.
Alonzo Thomas, Roland Dejean, and
Ashton Brown finished in the top 20
to help lead the Panthers to a third
place finish.
The Lady Panthers competed in the 5K event and finished
seventh. The Lady Panthers were led
by Viktoria Manuel. The final meet is
the SWAC cross-country championships in Jackson, Miss., Oct. 29.

Bowling team season opener ends in a loss
By Whitney Harris
Panther Staff
The Lady Panthers bowling team came up short Saturday
Oct. 6 against back-to-back SWAC
champions Texas Southern, losing
the team m~ches 3-0.
"It was exciting to see them
again and to see which of us would
take the game," Baton Rouge native
Phebe Jackson said.
Prairie View lost the three
team games by scores of 880-1080
in game one, 897-946 in game two
and 869-1087 in game three.
"I think we did pretty
good," Jackson said, "There were a
couple times we could have taken
the game. We've actually beat on
them before."
In the Baker game sets,
the Lady Panthers allowed five
players to bowl only two frames
per game. Prairie View managed
to win two of the five games, but
lost the set by a total pin count of

PV-902 and TSU-979.
"You never know how the
game is going to go in Baker. You
basically have to just take it," said
Jackson.
Last year's SWAC Freshman of the Year Misty Dawson
had a great game of 255 pins, and
senior Selena Millhouse had a 193
and 211 game. Jackson averaged
173.6 in the tournament.
"I'm a little disappointed
in how we performed as a team
but not too concerned because
the things that caused us problems are things that can be corrected in a short period of time.
Although we're still a young team
I fully expect us to come out
with a better effort for the next
tournament," head coach Glenn
White said.
The 2007-08 Panther
bowling team also includes junior
Charlie Cooksey, sophomores Melissa Reeves and Terrie Mitchell,
and freshmen Briantoine Westmoreland and Kristina Sadler.

Soccer takes two losses from
Texas Christan and Belhaven
By Whitney Harris
and Tameika Gordon
Panther Staff

The Lady Panthers' soccer
season continues with two non-conference games last week.
Prairie View traveled to
Texas Christian University and lost
2• 5 during regulation. The Diaz
sisters provided both goals about
one minute apart in the second
half. Freshman Monica Diaz made
the first goal unassisted from a free
kick.
"When we scored the first
goal, it just kind of gave us so~~
kind of motivation," Corpus Chnsti
native Briana Mouttet said. "We
thought that the game was not over
and that we were still in."
.
Sophomore Anna Rabino assisted the final goal made by
Houston native Angelica Diaz.
oal told TCU we weren t
second g
'd "It
backing down," Mouttet sai .
ood that they scored because
wasg
. tb
TCU thought it was gomg o e a
blowout."
In a game that seemed to
be over before halftime, the Lady
Panthers allowed Belhav~n to m~e
a goal ending the game m a 1-1 tie.
overtime would become th~ final
tie-breaker, within five mmutes
Dana Sullivan of Belhaven scored

"Th;

the game-winning goal.
"People finish on us, why
can't we finish on them," said Coach
Felicia Tarver.
"We need confidence."
Our ladies played hard;
they came together and dominated
the field. The Panthers were able to
hold down the defense; however,
what appeared to be an offside was
their first mistake, allowing Belhaven to score their first point. Belhaven came back on the end giving
a final score of 1-2.
The ladies continued to
add the pressure to the offense. After playing an hour and 40 minutes,
goalkeeper Jessica Garcia was able
to dominate her box, using very
complex moves to keep the ball out
of her territory, but was still unable
to catch the final goal.
Hopefully on Oct 12, 2007,
at Prairie View's field our ladies
will be able to redeem themselves
against Grambling State at 6 p.m.

SPORTS
tlll1lll 8\ IUOI.\RU \\HITE fll\Hln:\@P\ Ill .llll

The Lady Panthers volleyball team placed _a great deal
of heat on Paul Quinn on winning another game Thursday,
Oct. 4.
d
The La Y Panthers shutout Paul Quinn 3-o, brining our
ladies to a 13-o record.
The Panthers were able
to block most sho_ts sending the
opponents into disarray. If you
stared at Paul Quinn's side of
the court you could see a scene
that looked similar to roaches
scattering when the lights came
on, as they all seemed to scurry
to the ball.
The Lady Panthers won
in front of more than 300 faithful fans. The strength-powered
spikes delivered by our ladies

wowed the crowd. At times the
spikes were so powerful they
wowed Paul Quinn, leaving them
in a daze, allowing our ladies to
gain more points.
Leading in kills were
Shaun Williams and TaCho Richards, both delivering a whopping
10. Tamika Newman was also
able to deliver 11 kills. The heart
of these three players aided in
our defense. Shannon Harrison
also led in digs, completing nine
of the 39 digs attempted.
The Panthers were well
represented as SWAC honored
Tamika Newman as offensive
player of the week for week
four.
The team is working
hard to hold on to the SWAC
championship title.
Prairie View will face
Texas Southern, Tuesday, Oct.
16 in the William J. uBilly" Nicks
fieldhouse at 5:30 p.m.

By Richard White, The Panther

Going up: Shaun Williams
takes flight against Quinn.

Panthers defeat Alcorn State 17 - 7 ·
By Richard White
Sports Editor

On Oct. 6, the Prairie View
football team traveled to Alcorn
State, Mississippi to battle for prowess and gain another conference
win. The starVing Panthers' took
advantage of the weary Alcorn State
Braves, 17-7. The Panthers' current
conference record is an even 2-2, as
their overall record to 3-2.
Starting off the first quarter, Alcorn State received first possession, which ended in a punt to
Prairie View. That's how the story
went for most of the game, as each
team traded possessions. Replacing Chris Gibson,t quarterback was
Mark Spivey, w1', earned the spot
from his solid p nnance against
Grambling State. Prairie View had
some movement of the ball in the
first quarter, but had trouble from
the special teams unit throughout
the course of the game. Pedro Ventura had his so-yard field goal attempt blocked early in the first. The
ensuing possession for Alcorn, Prairie View's Jon Johnson intercepted
a pass from Alcom's Tony Hobson, which put the ball back in the
hands of Prairie View. Prairie View
and Alcorn traded possessions until
Prairie View's Gary Hicks snatched
a pass from Hobson to close out the
first quarter.
The second quarter looked
promising for Prairie View, but was
the same story as the first. As Prairie View moved the chains to start
off the second quarter, another field
goal was blocked at Prairie View's
expense. The next drive for Alcorn
stalled, and as a consequence Prairie View's mighty special teams unit
capitalized and blocked the punt
from Alcorn. The subsequent possession quarterback Spivey completed three straight passes, and his
fourth threw attempt was his only

interception of the game. As time ond drive is what put a damper on
ticked away in the second quarter, Alcorn's chances of winning. All the
Alcorn earned the game's first points while, late in the fourth quarter runwith a punt return for a touchdown. ning back Boyd unleashed a 79-yard
This would be the first and last time rush that put the ball onAlcorn's ten
Alcorn would score over the course yard line. As Brady Faggard finally
of the game, as Prairie View's de- nailed a 24-yard field goal, making
fense stood strong to hold back any it a two possession game, the game
attack from Alcorn. Prairie View's came to a close, 17-7 Prairie View.
offense tried to make a move to
Offensive accolades beclose out the half, but could not find long to Boyd, with just six touches
the scoreboard at all during the first amassed 124 yards, and Babers who
half.
.
gained 100 yards on 28 touches, and
With the score 7-0 in the five catches for 55 yards. This was
favor of Alcorn, the Panthers refused the first game of the season in which
to let the long trip be in vain. With a a Prairie View running back broke
little fire put under their tails dur- for more than one hundred yards.
ing halftime, on the first drive, the Mark Spivey who found his targets
Panthers moved the ball efficiently throughout the game was 11 of 25
down the field capping the drive for 95 yards. Boyd said, "we did real
off with a 23-yard touchdown run well, we started off slow but picked
from red shirt.junior running back up in the second half, but all of it
Ben Boyd, and tying the score, 7-7. wouldn't have been possible withThe following drive for Prairie View out the offensive line.
was one that started from their own
Defensive accolades bethirty yard line, and consisted main- long to Zach East who had 11 tackly of a rushing attack from Donald les, Kenneth Zenon with six, Jon
Babers and Boyd. The drive ended Johnson with an interception, and
on Alcom's five yard line, as a Ven- sack for a loss of 14 yards.
tura field goal attempt was wide left,
"I believe we made a stateand resulted in a turnover on downs ment to Prairie View and to the
for Prairie View. The Panthers SWAC that we are a force to be reckwould maintain that fire and were oned with." Said Boyd. The Panthers
determined to score on their next will now depart for Montgomery,
drive. The punt from Alcorn State Ala. to battle for a consecutive conwas returned 41 yards by Anthony ference win against Alabama State,
Weeden, which placed the ball on Oct. 13 at 1 p.m.
the Alcorn's 19 yard line. While in
the red zone quarterback Gibson
rushed for 17 yards that put the ball
on the two yard line. Babers wasted
no time in plowing in the end zone
from two yards out for the score.
The story of the second half for Alcorn was holding on to the football,
which proved to be a problem as
Hicks closed out the third quarter
with a forced and recovered fumble
on Alcom's behalf.
The fourth quarter was the
nail in the coffin for Alcorn. A forced
fumble by DeSbawn Wilkens on Alcorn's first fourth quarter drive, and
a big defensive stop on Alcom's sec-

Check out
The Panther
online at
pvpanther.com

Building 44 crowned UCVA champions
By Richard White
Sports Editor
Tuesday Oct. 9, University
College's building 44 battled building 40 to see who would be crowned
champions of the University College

Volleyball Association: As b~ilding
44 prevailed as the ~nners, 1t was
competitive on both sides of the net.
From start to finish, it was
a tense and emotional game. Freshman Melba Owens said "It's a very
nice and enjoyable game, it was very

ey RJchard wn1te, The Panther

You alread., know·· Building 44 holding champion smiles.

interesting." DJ Merk and the University College Cheerleaders managed to keep the crowd engaged in
between games.
The first two matches,
building 40 swept 44 in two games,
15-11 and 15-7. Since 44 went undefeated throughout the regular season,
they were eligible for winning the
championship. As the second game
got underway, 44 caught a surge and
let it resonate from the beginning to
the end. 44 returned the favor to 40
by sweeping them 2-0, 25-23 and 2518.
Members of the University
College staff came to support and
help facilitate the tournament, as Ms.
James and Ms. Harrison made sure
that the time and score was kept accordingly. "For the first year, it was
a great tournament," said UCVA coordinator and building 35 LCC Leona
Aaron. "Some ladies complained, and
some ladies brought it, but each team
had great players. Kendria Boston
from building 39, Brittany Williams
from 40, and Bianca Chambers from
44 just to name a few."

LIFESTYLES &
HEALTH
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To sag or not to sag
By Daryl D. Smith
Black College Wire

Some call it an epidemic.
Others call it a freedom of expression. Some just don't care. Wearing
sagging pants has become the norm
for many young African American
men, whichever side of the issue
theytalce.
Sagging, as defined by
Wikiped.ia, is "a fashion trend for
wearing pants below the waist to
expose one's boxers, practiced by
males." Sagging bas been linked to
prisons, where some inmates were
not given a belt to hold up their
pants.
Walking around Grambling
State University's campus today,
one can almost instantly see a male
student wearing sagging pants.
One freshman is content
with his style of dress, which includes sagging.
"I don't like my shorts
above my knees," said Justin Woodard.
The reaction to the sagging
pants fashion is mixed.
"It's a freedom of dress,"
said Kimberly Monroe, a Grambling
State senior. "You should be able to
wear what you want to wear."
Tiffany Wells, however,
disagrees - somewhat.
"It's cute to a certain extent," the junior said. "If it's too low
where I can see your underwear,
then that's not attractive. I like more
of the Kanye West type."
One freshman doesn't like
the style at all.
"I think it's sloppy and trifling," Jiordelysah Lewis said. "It's a

bad image of our black men."
However, some women
say they will consider dating a man
whose pants sag.
"I don't judge people on
how they dress," Monroe said. "I
judge people on their character.
Who is to say that person may not
be the next president?"
Wells said she would date
someone who sags, but she still has
a standard that they must follow.
"If I can see his underwear,
no," she said. "I'd at least have him
to pull it up."
One faculty member has
admitted that he hates sagging.
"I'm 100 percent on the
other side," said Tegitra "T.K."
Thomas, head coach of the Grambling State golf teams. "I don't like it
at all. I think Grambling would be a
better institution if we require more
out of our students. When I see that,
I don't see higher learning."
Audrey Warren, adviser to
the Student Government Association, also has seen sagging pants and
does not like them.
"It's crazy," Warren said.
"It's disgusting. Nobody wants to
see that."
Many cities don't want to
see them, either. More city governments are passing laws against "sagging." Atlanta Councilman C.T. Martin recently proposed an ordinance
that outlaws "exposed boxer shorts,
skivvies, thongs, and bra straps."
The proposal has received
both negative and positive responses. One of the negative ones came
from hip-hop artist Young Joe.
"That's [crazy]," Joe told
the Atlanta Journal-Constitution.
"That's attacking people's freedom
of expression.... This is targeting a
certain group: young black males."

Debbie Seagraves, executive director of the American Civil
Liberties Union of c,eorgia, agrees.
"This is a racial profiling
bill that promotes and establishes
a framework for an additional type
of racial profiling " said Seagraves,
who is white.
'
One city already has such
an ordinance. In Mansfield, La.,
about 100 miles from Grambling, offenders can be fined $150 plus court
fees or subjected to up to 15 days in
jail. The law was passed unanimously.
The town council in Delcambre, La., about 210 miles south
of Grambling, passed an ordinance
that carries a fine of up to $500 or
six months in jail for exposing underwear in public. A similar law in
Shreveport, La., went into effect on
Sept. 13.
There, the first offense, if
convicted, results in a maximum
fine of $100 plus up to one eighthour day of picking up trash or other
court-approved community service,
according to the Shreveport Times.
The penalty goes up to $150 for a
second-offense conviction plus up
to two eight-hour days of picking up
trash or community service. Convictions on third and subsequent offenses would result in a fine of up to
$250 plus up to four eight-hour days
picking up trash or community service, the paper said.
While the debate about
whether these laws will hold up in
court rages on, Grambling students
have already formed their opinions.
"Some people sag because
their pants are too short or they are
trying to fit in," said Terrion Rogers,
a senior. "When you sag, it's disrespectful to you and to others around
you."

By Dr. Louis Anderson

Professor of Psycology
Panther Contributer
Success
in the
classroom and educational
achievement
are
largely
dependent on our philosophy
which consists of our attitudes'
values and beliefs.
Toes;
attributions serve as a foundation
for the techniques and strategies
that we incorporate in to our
daily living.
Throughout
my
20 years in academia, I have
provided students with strategies
to help them achl'eve academic
success. However, I came to
realize that strategies are doomed
to fail unless students develop
their own success-oriented
attitudes, values and beliefs
about academic achievement.
To access your personal
values and attitudes regarding
academic achievement, reflect
on your most positive learning
experience. Then, consider your
most positive life experience.
After this, reflect on negative
academic and life experiences.
In your analysis, you may
discover that there are some
trends or themes that run across
situations.
In your analysis of the
positive learning experiences,
did you discover that:
•

•

your experience in
the classroom was a
significant part of a
purposeful life
the application of the
skills you learned was
important

•

you valued the critical
thinking aspects of the
experience
you valued introspection
and incorporating your
life
experiences with
classroom learning
the learning experience
inspired curiosity and self
confidence
Like many psychologists,

I am of the opinion that a primary
challenge to academic success is

being committed to developing ways
of bringing meaning to learning.
One way of bringing
meaning to learning is to adopt
a value system that incorporates
curiosity, sharing of experiences,
application
of
knowledge,
and critical thinking. When a
commitment is made to incorporate
meaning, then true leaming, versus
rote memorization, is achieved.
In next week's Psychologicaly
Speaking, strategies and technique
for achievement.

About the writer;
Dr. Louis Anderson is a
clinical
psychologist
by
training, and a professor of
psychology. He will write
articles on pBychological well
being, academic concerns,
racial and gender identity,
stress, relationship formation
and essential topics such as
the meaning of life, death and
personal choice.

TU:E ETA G-AlVllVIA C:U:APTER. OF

ALPHA P H

ALPH

FB.A TERNITY, INC.

WOULD LIKE TO WELC ME EVERYONE BACK TO THE
YARD AND WISH YOU
GREAT SCHOOL YEAR!!
WE ARE READY TO SERVE OUR COMMUNITY TO THE BEST
OF OUR ABILITY DISPLAYING MANLY DEEDS,
SCHOLARSHIP, AND LOVE FOR ALL MANKIND.
BUT FIRST, IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT WE REMIND ALL
FELLOW PANTHERS THAT ALPHA PHI ALPHA IS A NONHAZING ORGA IZATION AND ANY INVOLVEMENT IN
NON-SANCTIONED ACTIVITIES WILL RESULT IN BOTH THE
SUSPENSION OF THE BROTHER AND NON-CONSIDERATION
.,..,~uF MEMBERSHIP FOR ALL ASPIRANTS INVOLVE
l\lIUNITY SERVICE PROJECTS THAT ETA GAM A
ICIPATES IN ARE OPEN TO THE GENERAL STU............L..JNT
AS WELL. WE WOULD LIKE TO PROMOTE A C
PUS
DE ENVIRONMENT THAT IS FOR THE GENERA'.
ERMENT OF THE YARD *ND ITS SURROUND
COMMl.)N"ITY.

~-~··--

•'l.=~-~'.:'~~

INARS 'WILL BE ADMI JSTERED THROUGHOU
~if't.~
TO
FORM, ENLIGHTEN, AND MOTIVATE T
NT BOD . TH SE SEMINARS ARE OPEN TO
TS, BOTH MALE AND FEMALE, UNLESS No ....... -----.... D
FAN ALTERN TE AGENDA. PAGEANTS,
TITIONS, FUND...... . . . . . . . }S
G EVENTS, RALLI...._ ~ D
P
TIES WILL ALL BE
VERTISED IN AV ARIE
w A YS THROUGHOUT THE s c a o o L YEAR! IT IS TH
ALL HE ABOVE MEANS TH~T YOU CAN BASILY ME
TIVE BROTHERS OF TIIE ETA GAMMA CHAPT
THIS YEAR'S ETA GAMMA CHAPTER MEMBERS ARE:
~"""'..~•aLIAMS (PRESIDENT)
SHAUNCEY HOWARD
IIU~'O'le::il.INGLETON (VP)
CHRIS MITCHELL (ASST INTA
'--"',-.JRD)
BLACKLOCK (TREA )
RUBIN GLASS
YO (SECRETARY)
ANDRE EVANS
..,,,,..-.:<~MS
RICHARD DOUGLIN (INTAKE CQJl-lD)
TH
QUINTON GILBERT
DI-ll (ADVISOR)
BROTHER & CHAPTER ACCO. PLI 111\1:-&NTS: SGA PRESIDENT, MR. PV, PANHELLENIC PRESIDENT,, 30-TIME TEXA A.LPI-IA CHAPTER OF THE YEAR,, TCAC ASST
DISTRICT DIRECTOR, TCAC ASS
SEC
TARV, CHAPTER WITH THE HIGHEST GPA,
STEP TEAM CHAMPIONS,, SCHOL.A.RS B
WL CHAMPIONS, & 3 - TIME PV CHOICE
A WARD FOR FRATERNITY OF TH VEA
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DSF Entertainment
receives radio play

The Kingdom
Movie review
By Jerrel Allen
Online Editor

Beginning with a short
ethnographic tracing of the history
of Saudi Arabia and its relationship
with the rest of the world, The
Kingdom immediately establishes
itself as a movie that is not afraid of
confronting sensitive subjects. In the
greatest example of art imitating life,
director Peter Berg and screenwriter
Matthew Michael Carnahan balance
the delicate subject without resorting
to using overplayed stereotypes of
oil-hungry Americans or extremist
Islamic-fascists.
The film centers around a
group of FBI agents operating within
Saudi Arabia who are attempting to
investigate an attack on an American
compound there. Political intrigue
abounds as it is revealed that there
are influential people in both Saudi
Arabia and the United States. The
tension is ramped up when it is
revealed that some Saudi Arabians
are conspiring against the FBI
agents themselves.
Jamie Foxx, who plays
special agent Ronald Fleury,

By Desiree White
Panther Staff

DSF Entertainment has
.been a part of the Prairie View music

scene for over five years. Founded
by the 25 year old entrepreneur,
Justin Rogers a.k.a. DJ Mr. Rogers,
the company is now making waves
not only at a local Prairie View party
or Hump Day celebrations, but on
radio stations all over Texas.
Rogers has become a
campus celebrity. Since his first year
at Prairie View, he has always been
known as "The Music Guy."
"I always had the biggest CD
collection and was asked constantly
to supply music for parties. Then
around my sophomore year here I
started building my studio," said
Rogers. His studio has since moved
with him from University Village
to its current location at the DSF
headquarters. DSF Entertainment
is run by the production team
composed of Rogers, Blake Dozier,
and John "Stunt" Hearon.
The team of Dozier and
Hearon began when the two met

while attending middle school
in Dallas, Texas. Their common
passion for music, is the force that
brought them together years ago,
and still holds strong today.
Upon arriving in Prairie
View Dozier began to gain acclaim
from peers for his musical skills.
"From the start in building
46 I was always doing music," said
Dozier. Later on in his sophomore
year, Hearon moved to Houston and
the two continued their collaborative
efforts as the production team of
Stunt and Dozier. After gaining
recognition for themselves, they
sought the opinion of DJ Mr. Rogers
on one of their beats. How did the
two parties come into contact?
Facebook.
Recently DSF got their big
break with the song "Get It Big" by
the Trapstarz. The song is currently
in regular rotation on radio stations
all over Texas and is quickly gaining
national recognition.
DSF also
helped produce a track on Hurricane
Chris' new album due in stores Oct.
16.
Of course, even with all
the hype recently surrounding DSF
Entertainment and its work, they
still haven't forgotten about Prairie
View.

delivers a particularly entertaining
performance. The interplay with
the rest of the team reveals some
laid-back opportunities for humor
between all of the gun battles and
political intrigue. Chris Cooper,
who plays bomb expert Sykes,
is particularly entertaining as a
laid back Southern (admittedly
stereotypical) American in a Middle
Eastern country.
Indeed, though much ofthe
film is handled with a bit of delicacy,
it is hard to consider the political
ramifications behind a film that has
a number of American agents killing
Saudi Arabians. The final fourth of
the film is nothing but action scene
after action scene; with rockets and
machine guns blazing, the scenes
get pretty violent. On the one hand,
the movie seems to want to dispel
stereotypes of Middle Easterners
as uneducated and violent people,
but on the other, the movie ends up
boiling down to Rambo-ish scenes
reminiscent of early 90s kill-themall action.
The movie is a thrill fest,
and if the political intrigue and
tension created by the "Americans
in a strange land" doesn't draw you
in, the action-packed final act most
likely will.

"Just this past Saturday I
provided the music for the Panthers
At Work community service project
and I still DJ at events around
Prairie View/ Rogers stated in a
recent interview. "Even though I did
graduate with a degree in computer
engineering fro PV, music is my
main focus at the moment. And
as far as music goes, the sky's the
limit."
But is life too hectic for
Dozier who is currently a student
here at PV? He says, " I have a
pretty balanced schedule with
school, DJing, and producing. The
only difficult thing is the commute
on and off the yard." Hearon is
currently focusing on DSF projects
but plans to join the Panther family
in spring of 2008.
So what's in the future
for DSF? Current projects in the.
works include a collaboration with
Slim Thug and work on the remix to
"Get It Big" with the Trapstarz and
recording artist Trae.
Be on the listen for more
hot songs on the radio from DSF
Entertainment. Surely it won't be
long before we see more of Prairie
View's own on BET and MTV.
Here's to our productive, producing
people.

FBI at its best: Jamie Foxx acts alongside an all-star
cast in The Kingdom as an FBI special agent.

The Answers
Weel<ly Update for Freshmen
CONGRATULATIO NS TO PV'S
SOCCER TEAM!!

Mid-terms
Begin!!!

You must have bad a grade of 'C' {OR 'S') or better in
your developmental class (es) at mid.terms to be able to
pre-register for spring 2008.
Check out the following URL: http://calendars.pvamu.edu/ for information about our Quick
THEA testing schedule or call 936-261-3610.

Are you a "Prairie View Woman?" For more information on how you
can become an official "Prairie View Woman," please contact Shante'
Jones, Phyllis Spates-Odom, Gloria Lott or Stephanie Bankett at
936.261.5990. The "Prairie View Woman" is an initiative being
implemented to encourage women here on PVAMU's campus to
demonstrate the best qualities of womanhood!
The UC Majors' Fair is Coming!!! On October 30th, at the MSC
Ballroom from 9 AM to 3 PM you will have a unique opportunity to
explore all available majors, minors and academic concentrations
available at PVAMU! ! Faculty will be available to answer your
questions a~d give you invaluable major and career advice.

1. Why every time you look up, there is a pregnant Delta? 2. Is there
something in the water? 3. Isn't it amazing how the L/H-A/ E Editor
makes sure that the gay jokes always make it? 4. Speaking of funny
things, which Kappa was ge~ng beat up an_d had his_ girlfriend jump in
to try and save him? 5. ~y 1s ;veryone bemg so qmet about the J?elta
line investigation? 6. Smee we re on Greeks, how many of you will go
and hear the anti-Greek and masonary speaker in the MSC on Oct. 15?
7. Can we expect any more of the oldest and coldest to denounce their
letters? 8. Why did the Sigmas have the audacity to brag after that piece
of crap week? 9. While SGA is traveling to Jena, and Waller ISD, can
they start to work on protesting some actual PV student issues? 10. If
your job title envoles student affairs, do you have to be envolved with
students? 11. Who's really in charge, GCW or MLH? 12. Will the band
travel anywhere else so the Black Foxes can get some wear out of their
new uniforms? 13. Who is the SGRho who wears the same outfit every
hurnpday? 14. Did she not get any apparel when she crossed or is she
too fat to wear any of it? 15. Why is 20 questions getting wack? 16. Who
is the pageant winner who looks like the crypt keeper? 17. Doesn't she
know God don't like ugly? 18. Who is the UC girl that is always getting
dropped off by different dudes ·after up.m. everyday? 19. Doesn't she
know there are easier ways to get around? 20. What do you think?

This is for entertainment onJy. The questions submitted are not the views of The Panther.
Want to tell us what you think? Please bring your comments and ques tions to Rm. 219 MSC or
e-mail us at panther@pvamu.edu. Questions are printed at the discretion of The Panther.
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THE PANTHER
Wednesday, October 10. 2007

Thursday, Oct. 11, 2007

Friday, Oct. 12, 2007

Saturday, Oct. 13, 2007

Sunday, Oct. 14, 2007

Mid-Semester
Examination Period

Mid-Semester
Exantination Period

Mid-Semester
Examination Period ENDS

10:00AM
JPAFC
Worship Experience

Career Services
City of Fort Worth, MSC
Lobby

Calendar & Events

Monday, Oct. 15, 2007

Tuel·day, Oct. 16, 2007

Wednesday, Oct. 17, 2007

7:00- 10:00

Library Art Gallery
AT&T Gee Bens Quilters
Tour, Student Center Auditorium Rm . 111

CAB
Hump Day, Alumni Field

Kingdom of Christ
Revolution
Seminar on Greek
Fraternities, Ballroom

A&B

Delta Sigma Theta
Physical and Mental
Health. New Science Rm.

NAACP
Membership Drive, MSC
Foyer

AIOI

Wesley Foundation
Bible Study, Chapel

Epsilon Gamma lota
Crisis After Midterms.
New Electrical
Engineering Auditorium

University Village
Talent Show, MSC Auditorium Rm. 1) 1

Rm. 139

Gamma igma Sigma

FOCCS
Bible Studies, Chapel

Poetry & Entertainment,
Hobart Taylor Recital Hall

High: 84 •F
Low: 64 oF

